
■A need for more frequent infrastructure inspections
About 30% of the tunnels on expressways have been in service for 
more than 30 years, and there is a need for more efficient 
inspections to prevent accidents due to deterioration. Detailed 
inspections of concrete tunnel lining are conducted by inspectors 
once every five years, but from the perspective of cost and 
accuracy, road administrators have been seeking a system that 
enables more frequent and accurate inspections. A traveling 
inspection system has been available in the past, but this system 
has been developed to meet the needs of users even better. The 
system is capable of capturing high-resolution images of cracks as 
small as 0.2mm while traveling at a speed of 100km/h. By 
identifying deterioration and damage at a higher frequency without 
the need for traffic control, special vehicles, or inspectors, this 
system will contribute to the achievement of a society in which a 
safe and strong infrastructure can be operated at a lower cost.

■4K High Resolution Deformation Detection System
This system uses a high-speed camera, high-speed image 
processing, and a rotating mirror to compensate for motion blur in 
real time, enabling the continuous capture of 4K-level images that 
are comparable to sti l l  images. Using optical axis control 
technology with the rotating mirror, they have succeeded in 
extending the exposure time, downsizing the equipment, and 
increasing the resolution of the captured images. The higher 
resolution allows the system to be used even in areas where it is 
difficult to see deformations due to soot and so on, and the longer 
exposure time reduces the amount of light required, which helps 
prevent distracted driving of other drivers and ensures the safety of 
the inspector.
The device can be installed on the top of a regular vehicle (Toyota 
Surf in the photo here) using a commercially available roof carrier. 
Since patrol vehicles travel on highways many times a day, it is 
possible to conduct inspections simply by mounting the device on 
the vehicle and setting it to record.

Although only one camera is installed in order to reduce the size of 
the system, the servo motor switches the imaging angle in a circular 
pattern as the vehicle travels. Using real-time vehicle position 
information gathered from the white line recognition, the system 
accumulates data from the target angle, creating a development 
view of the tunnel.

■Achievements and Future Developments
A field test was conducted on an unrestricted expressway. As a 
result, the system was able to detect cracks of 0.2mm at a speed of 
100km/h within the restriction of the Tomei Expressway Nihonzaka 
Tunnel. In addition, development maps were successfully created 
for the Kuragaike Tunnel on the Tokai Ring Road (at 100km/h) and 
the Hida Tunnel on the Tokai-Hokuriku Expressway (at 70km/h). The 
images were processed by the deformation detection program, and 
cracks of 0.2mm or larger were detected, conf irming the 
effectiveness of the system.
The system has succeeded in detecting not only cracks in tunnels 
while in motion but also internal deformation such as floating and 
peeling by applying the system to thermal camera imaging. In the 
future, the system is expected to contribute to the inspection field 
where both high accuracy and high efficiency are required by 
applying the same technology to inspection of transportation 
infrastructures such as railways and airplane runways, as well as 
high speed inspection of things like factory lines.
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■Outline of A4CSEL
The A4CSEL (Automated/Autonomous/Advanced/Accelerated 
Construction for Safety, Efficiency, and Liability) was developed to 
solve important issues in the construction industry such as the 
shortage of labor and skilled workers, construction productivity, and 
industrial accidents. It is a construction like none other, that 
automates general-purpose construction machines, and allows 
multiple machines to operate automatically at the same time to 
perform work without the need for a lot of manpower. By sending 
work data, the automated construction machines can perform 
routine and repetitive tasks automatically and unattended. By 
operating a large number of machines simultaneously and with a 
minimum of personnel, productivity and safety can be greatly 
improved. The A4CSEL consists of the following: 1. Technology to 
modify general-purpose construction machinery to automatic 
operation specifications. 2. Technology to ensure stable quality 
work regardless of site conditions by incorporating AI-analyzed 
data of skilled workers into the automatic operation control. 3. 
Construction management technology that coordinates a large 
number of machines and operates them based on the most 
productive construction plan. These technologies make it 
poss ib le  for  a l l  machines to  operate autonomously  and 
automatically based on a plan that optimizes the placement of 
construction machines and the order of work. The automation of the 
three main types of construction equipment used for earthwork, 
namely vibratory rollers, bulldozers, and dump trucks and the 
automation of the work performed by these machines has made 
progress and has been implemented at four sites so far. 

■From labor-intensive to information-intensive
In many construction sites, each job is left up to the worker, and as 
a result, the efficiency has been left up to individual skills that are 
difficult to quantify. In order to change such qualitative and highly 
variable production efficiency into stable quantitative values, 
A4CSEL analyzes the onsite work, including the work that requires 
experience and skill, and reconstructs and standardizes it into a 
combination of routine and repetitive actions. The company is also 
building a highly productive construction production system by 
implementing methods of optimizing the production process that 
has been cultivated in manufacturing plants. Through these efforts, 
the company is transforming construction sites, which are 

considered to be typical of labor-intensive industries, into 
production bases for knowledge- and information-intensive 
industry. 

■Future Prospects
At the life-size construction test site, the first of its kind in the 
industry, modification to automatic operation specifications, 
improvement of automatic operation performance, and the study of 
construction methods suitable for automatic operation are 
cont inuously  being carr ied out  under the same work ing 
environment as a real site. The company plans to continue to 
increase the number of automated machine models and expand 
the technology to other types of construction work, using A4CSEL 
to dramatically improve productivity and safety while also achieving 
the factorization of civil engineering sites.
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